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Introduction
Affordable, professional and useful for a variety
of products — that’s shrink wrap. If you’re about
to begin a shrink wrap project and want to make
sure you’re doing everything just right, you’ve
come to the right place.
In this “pocket guide,” we’ll take you through the
process one step at a time. You’ll learn what to
expect, which tasks to do in what order and how
to become a shrink wrap pro. You can even take
the guide with you as a handy reference during
your project.
Here’s your how-to guide on
everything shrink wrap.
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Measuring
The first step in any shrink wrap project is to get proper measurements. This helps with
several things, including:

1

2

3

4

Determining

Identifying the

Deciding what type

Purchasing the right

the scope of

tools you’ll need.

of shrink wrap will be

amount of shrink

best for your project.

wrap — as over- or

your project.

under-purchasing can
lead to wasted time
and money.

If you have multiple different items to wrap, don’t worry — you won’t have to measure
everything. Instead, find the length, width and height of the largest product. This gives
you a “maximum measurement,” which ensures that you’ll have the right tools to wrap all
the smaller items as well.
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Choosing shrink film

Here’s what to know:

The next step is to choose the right shrink film.

Polyolefin

PVC

Polyethylene

is a relative newcomer

is the most affordable

is thicker and stretchier,

to the wrap world, but it’s

option. It’s usually

often used for the largest

now preferred. It holds

best for lightweight

projects. Some types

up better in a wider

products, but it can’t

offer UV protection.

Shrink wrap also comes in four forms: tubing, bags,

temperature range and

come into contact

centerfold rolls and single wound (flat) rolls. Like the

many types are FD

with consumables.

Shrink film is a plastic that can be made of four materials:
polyolefin, PVC, polyethylene and polypropylene. Only
the first three are extensively used for industrial shrink
wrapping, while polypropylene is the least common
choice for packaging projects.

material, some forms are better suited for certain
applications, so choose wisely.
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Selecting your shrink
wrap machine

Once you know what which output level will work best, it’s
easier to choose your ideal machine from five basic types:

After determining measurements and shrink wrap types,
it’s time to choose your tools.
Shrink wrap machines come in three levels:

Low output:

Perfect for basic projects; can be priced as

$

low as $115.

Medium output:

Larger and more powerful; can cost between

Manual machines:

All-in-one machines:

Shrink bundlers:

200 - 300 products daily

800 - 1,000 products daily.

800 - 3,000 products daily.

Shrink combo systems:

Fully auto shrink sealers:

3,500 - 5,000

15,000 - 25,000

products daily.

products daily.

$$

$236 and $3,500.

High output:

$$$

For high-volume jobs; can cost between
$2,700 and $33,000 depending on specifications.
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Sealing
At this point, it’s time to get to work. Gather your supplies
and get ready to shrink wrap.
First, prepare your product for wrapping. Place it in
the film roll, bag or tubing, then close the sealing bar
approximately half an inch from the product. Finally, make
seals along the open ends.
This is only the first part of the actual shrink wrap process,
but it’s vital to the overall success of the project.
Sealing secures loose edges, ensuring that your shrink
wrap stays in place and doesn’t catch on other items or
tear during shipping and storage.
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Heating

You have two options when it comes to heating equipment:

The next part of the shrink wrap process is to heat your
wrapped product. This involves another important tool:
Your chosen heating equipment.
When you use the heating equipment, your wrap will
shrink to fit your product. If the plastic starts to balloon
during the heating process, don’t worry — that’s just
trapped air. Make a small vent hole to allow air to escape
without ruining the shrink wrap.

Heat guns are small and easily

Shrink tunnels are larger and far

maneuverable. Like a hair dryer, they

less mobile. However, they’re also

must be manually passed over the

much faster and don’t require manual

product several times to create a strong

product handling.

plastic seal.
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Results
When all steps are completed, you should have a fully shrink wrapped product sitting in
front of you. Done properly, shrink wrapping should be tight and strong, and can protect
against damage, color fading, product degradation and more.

However, if you see any of these issues, your product may
not be fully protected:

Wrinkles: If your wrap

Dog ears: Dog ears look

is wrinkled, you’ll need

like bunched-up wrapping.

more heat. Go slowly with

They can occur on almost

your heat gun or increase

any shrink wrap project,

the temperature on your

but can be prevented by

heat tunnel.

turning up the heat.

Burn holes: Burn holes are
a sign that your heat tunnel
is too slow or that the
temperature on the tunnel
or heat gun is too high.
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Conclusion
The shrink wrap process begins by measuring the
length, width and height of your largest item. From
there, you’ll choose the shrink wrap material, type
and amount that’s best for your project, as well
as the output level you expect and the shrink
wrap machine you’ll need. When it’s finally time
to start wrapping, you’ll seal and heat the plastic.
Finally, check for any irregularities, like ballooning
air or wrinkles.
There’s a lot involved in any shrink wrapping
project. If you need help any step of the way,
contact us for advice, guidance, tools and
materials — and don’t forget to keep this
pocket guide handy!
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